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Frederic Bastiat

the steam engine run on gasoline. In brief, it 1s an
attempt to do the impossible.

It is interesting to note that in the early 1840's, a
brilliant young French economist, Frederic Bastiat, had
reached the opposite conclusion. He said:

It is difficult for Americans to understand the
stagnating effects of regimentation and how it leads to
greater and greater oppressions. It is generally outside
the range of our experience because we have lived in a
new kind of world where human energy and initiative
have usually worked under the natural control of the
individual-which is the only way that they can ever
work effectively.

"In proportion as capital is accumulated, the ab&olute
&hare of the total production going to the capitalist
increases, and the proportional &hare going to the
capitalist decrea&e&; both the absolute and proportional share of the total production going to the
laborer increa&e&. The reverse of this happens when
capital is decreased. "

Germany and France

Here are some hypothetical figures to illustrate
Bastiat's theory. The figures are used merely to indicate
the direction of a relationship that occurs when capital
accumulation increases:
To
To
When total national product is
..
••
..
product is
product is

Units
50
75
100

owners
10

12
14

The Continental rulers
forces were more efficient,
where everything was so
production and commerce
here is Buckle's comment,
France:

employees
40

63

86

with their powerful police
especially in the Germanies
thoroughly regulated that
almost ceased to exist. And
with particular reference to

"In every quarter, and at every moment, the hand
of government was felt. Duties on importation, and
duties on exportation; bounties to raise up a losing
trade, and taxes to pull down a remunerative one;
this branch of industry forbidden, and that branch
of industry encouraged; one article of comme.rce must
not be grown, because it was grown in the colonies,
another article
be grown and bought, but not
sold again, while a third article might be bought and
sold, but not leave the country. Then, too, we find
laws to regulate wages; laws to regulate prices; laws
to regulate profits; laws to regulate the interest of
money; custom-house arrangements of the most vexatious kind, aided by a complicated scheme, which
was well called the sliding scale,-a scheme of such
perverse ingenuity, that the duties constantly varied
on the same article, and no man could calculate
beforehand what he would have to pay .... The tolls
were so onerous, as to double and often quadruple the
cost of production .... A large part of all this was by
way of protection: that is to say, the money was
avowedly raised, and the
suffered, not
for the use of the government, but for the benefit of
the people; in other words, the industrious classes
were robbed, in order that industry might thrive.

Plutarch's account of ancient Sparta (600 B.C.) is an
apt description of communism as it is practiced today:
"Their discipline continued still after they were fullgrown men. No one was allowed to live after his own
fancy; but the city was a sort of [military) camp, in
which every man had his share of provisions and
business set out. . .. [Lycurgus] bred up his citizens
in such a way that they neither would nor could live
by themselves; they were to make themselves one
with the public good, and, clustering like bees around
their commander, be by their zeal and public spirit
carried all but out of themselves."
The phrase "all but" is the obstinate difference
between a man and a bee.
For
years or more, the Spartans lived their
Spartan lives in changeless routine. When King Agis
IV tried to raise their standard of living, they killed
him. Finally, their less communistic neighbors defeated
them in war and ended the commune.
But the idea of the bee swarm still persists.

Regimentation
In modern times, this pagan superstitution is known
by the persuasive name planned economy, which is
nothing more than a weasel word for socialism or
communism or fascism . Call it anything you please, but
it is still the pagan concept, based on a misunderstanding of human energy. It is an attempt to make a static
world in a dynamic and changing universe. It is an
attempt to make the gasoline engine run on steam or

" . . . the first inevitable consequence was, that, in
every part of Europe, there arose numerous and
powerful gangs of armed smugglers, who lived by disobeying the laws which their ignorant rulers had
imposed. These men, desperate from fear of punishment ... spread, wherever they came, drunkenness,
theft, and dissoluteness; and familiarized their associates with those coarse and swinish debaucheries,
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The tenth emphasizes again the right of ownership.
Not even in thought should a person violate the property rights of another.

which were the natural habits of so vagrant and
lawless a life."
Indeed, nothing but smuggling kept the French from
starving to death under the care of their state, benevolently planned for their welfare.

The Decalogue of Moses is one of the most amazing
statements of truth ever written, but it was too revolutionary to find acceptance in the pagan world of his
time; the ancient Israelites wanted a king rather than a
code of personal conduct.

'The 'Ien Commandments
Finally, as a last resort, Moses reduced the teachings
of Abraham to a written code of moral law. Known as
the "Ten Commandments", it stands today as the first
and greatest document of individual freedom in the
recorded history of man. Each of the Ten Commandments is addressed to the individual as a self-controlling
person responsible for his own thoughts, words, and
acts. And each of them recognizes liberty and freedom
as inherent in the nature of man.

This is not so unusual as it may seem. Law or no law,
always and everywhere, the basic protection o(life and
property is the general recognition of human rightslife, liberty, and ownership.
On the American frontier before there were any laws,
settlers didn't bother to lock their cabins; and the
average citizen of today is not often within sight of a
policeman. But in a complex civilization, human nature
being what it is, the need sometimes arises for an impersonal third party, and then the policeman is a handy
to have around. His existence is a symbol of law
and order-a reminder that the "bad man" will not be
tolerated.

The first commandment tells the individual to reject
pagan gods and recognize his own worth as a human
being, subject to no power but that of the Creator and
judge.
The second tells the individual to form no image of
abstract rightness, but to direct his reverence toward
the divine in truth.

History Repeats
But there was a weakness at the core. Not only had
the energetic Moriscos been exterminated, but also for
three generations the most self-reliant of Spain's young
men had been leaving their native land to seek fame and
fortune in the New World. Others had gone to the
European wars.

The third tells the individual not to speak frivolously
of the Creator and judge. Knowledge of fundamental
truth-cause and effect-is of first importance and
should be taken very seriously.
The fourth tells the individual to devote some time
(one day out of seven) to reflection on the eternal
verities.
The fifth recognizes the family as the primary human
relationship and establishes the parent's authority over
the child as the only authority which a child should
accept for his own profit.

The people at home had been won over to the alluring
theory of authoritarian control. They were losing their
self-reliance with their independence. As in the case of
Greece and Rome, it was the beginning of the end. In
three generations-from grandfather to grandson-the
concept of individual freedom was all but forgotten.*

The sixth stresses the sanctity of human life- the
individual's right to live, which is a right that must not
be violated by any other person.

In the meantime, while Spain was busy strengthening
its central government and extending its planned
economy, England was drifting in the opposite direction.

The seventh establishes the principles of contractthe inviolability of promises given by persons to each
other and the double sanctity of the marriage contract,
which is the basis of the family.

Under the reign of Queen Elizabeth, the British
government
so badly disorganized and so weak
that the people were thrown on their own resources. It
was "root hog or die," and private citizens rose to the
occasion- with telling effects.

The eighth recognizes the individual's right to own
property.

*In social and economic phenomena affecting either the growth
or the disintegration of a state. there is usually a long-drawn-out
time interval between cause and effect. This has its parallel in
the "shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves" adage. But when the facts are
available. the starting point can be traced back to the time when
things were done that tended to improve or impair the effective
use of human eneJ'&'Y.

The ninth recognizes free speech- the individual's
control over his own utterances and his responsibility
for their truth.
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Unwittingly, without conscious intent and with no
centralized planning, the foundation was being laid for
a new empire based on trade and commerce. In the eyes
of the European powers, England had degenerated into
near-anarchy. But when the "invincible" Spanish
Armada sailed forth to capture the island, Fran cis
Drake and his hastily assembled fleet of motley privateers defeated them soundly.

got along splendidly until, some 20 years later, a carefully planned colonization effort was launched from
England.
A group of highly respected lords, aided and abetted
by experts in statecraft, were given a special charter
which would make the Carolinas a separate colony. This
colony would be set up as a "grand model" of the ideal
political structure and would include all the complexities of European feudalism-plus a touch of Plato. In
fact, it was so elaborate that the persons required to
carry out the theories would be almost as numerous as
those left to do the productive work.

It was a turning point in world history, and Spain
never quite recovered.

Aftermath
The days of the Conquistadors were over. The Spanish
colonies were beginning to stagnate under bureaucratic
controls administered from faraway Madrid. The stream
of riches which had been pouring in from the New
World was slowing down. Domestic industry had almost
ceased to exist. Government overhead was completely
out-of-bounds.

The attempts to put the plan into effect resulted in
chaos and dissension amounting to open rebellion. Progress was at a standstill until the early 1700's, when the
" lord proprietors" passed out of the picture and the
Carolinas were set up as two separate colonies. From
then on, they were left pretty much in charge of their
own affairs, and they grew and prospered.

Things went from bad to worse, and after two more
generations the people of Spain were not getting enough
food to keep alive. Unpaid soldiers left the frontiers
unguarded and ravaged the countryside. Vast areas of
fertile land were abandoned; the rural population
flocked to the cities in search of food, just as a fisherman
might seek dry land in a frantic effort to change his luck.
When people get into the habit of depending on some
centralized authority to provide the things which they
alone can produce, mob psychology always takes hold,
and they flock to the cities.

But theoretical planners never seem to benefit from
the lessons of history nor from the failures of their
contemporaries. Barely had the Carolinas been restored
to a reasonably practical basis of operation, when an
even more fantastic plan was launched for the colonization of the last of the 13 colonies.
With his carefully selected band of settlers,Oglethorpe
came to the New World and founded the city of
Savannah in the year 1733. From a military standpoint,
the project was a success. With a handful of well-trained
troops, Oglethorpe not only licked the invading
Spaniards, but also took advantage of the opportunity
to extend the borders of Georgia considerably southward.

The government could no longer get even a dribble of
taxes from provinces which had formerly filled the royal
treasury to overflowing. Tax collectors tore down private homes and sold the materials to raise money. In
some towns, they demolished more than half the
dwellings.

You can read about it in the history books, and it's a
most thrilling story. But as I said before, the historians
are inclined to stress the war aspects and overlook the
lessons that might be learned as bearing on the problems of peace and progress.

The King, in sheer desperation, slashed official salaries
-even those of the highest nobles and members of the
royal household. Then he slashed them again, but even
at the greatly reduced rates, he couldn't meet his
payroll.

Reasons for Failure
In spite of his self-sacrifice and high motives, Oglethorpe's venture was a miserable failure from an
economic and('sociological standpoint. He failed to
recognize that military regimentation always works at
cross-purposes to creative progress-that human initiative doesn't operate according to the pattern of a
beehive.

The day of reckoning was at hand. For too long, the
people had been lulled into false complacency. For too
long, they had been taught to expect some centralized
authority to run their lives and provide for their needs.
Human energy had ceased to function. Spain, as a
great power, had ceased to exist.

During 20 years of futile effort, the population never
exceeded 6,000; and when it dwindled back down to
around 500, Oglethorpe gave up in despair and returned
to England.

The Carolina region was successfully colonized in the
1650's by people who moved down from Virginia and
Pennsylvania. Specializing in turpentine and tar, they
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A few years later, all the bans and prohibitions were
lifted. The pendulum swung the other way. Things were
thrown wide open. "Refugees" who had fled to the
Carolinas came back and brought their friends with
them, and there was an influx of new blood from
Virginia-including the cavalier Talbots. The last of the
13 colonies grew by leaps and bounds; and by the end of
the century, its population had passed the 160,000 mark.

weavers in England, the women of America kept right
on working at their looms.

Oglethorpe's effort to set up a Utopia was one of the
more extreme attempts at regimentation; but it is
typical. in many respects, of the type of thing that laid
the groundwork for the revolution that was to come.

But what could he do? He was only one man against
the armed might of Britain. If he had been a king, a
czar, or a potentate, he could have solved vast problems
and done great things-he could have brought the
powers of Europe together in harmony and made an
everlasting peace and prosperity around the world.

The Unknown Indi..-idual
The war for American independence was begun by an
individual. He was asleep in his bed when someone
pounded on his door and shouted out in the night: "The
Redcoats are coming!"

The Boston Tea Party is usually thought of as the
beginning of the American Revolution; but for more than
a century, the colonists had been rebelling against the
tyranny of Old World monarchs. From the early 1660's
to the surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, they had
continuously revolted against just one thing-authority
presuming to control the initiative and creative energy
of human beings. Five hundred men had come out of the
frontier cabins in Virginia to oust the royal Governor,
who protected the graft-paying sale of guns and whiskey
to the Indians. In the Carolinas, in Pennsylvania, in
Connecticut, in Massachusetts, in the New Hampshire
grants, and on the high seas, their rebellion had been
continuous and increasing.

But he was not a king, not a royal governor, not a rich
man, not an important man. He was just one little man,
unknown to anyone outside of his own neighborhood.
So what could he do?Why should he takeJthe initiative?
Such things usually cleared up-they always had. So
why not let nature take its course? This was no time to
be foolhardy. He must keep calm, use his head, and
consider the practical aspects. And there was his family
to think of. What would become of them?
Most men felt that way. They knew they could do
nothing, and they had better sense than to try. That
night in Lexington, many of them stayed in bed. But
the unknown individual chose
submission that
looked like safety and rebellion that seemed utterly
hopeless. Many respected citizens were against him; the
teachers and the writers of books were against him.
Men in high places-many widely-known men-stood
staunchly with the King.

At last, the British government was compelled to use
the only power that any state has at its disposal-the
power of brute force used with general consent. But
when the King's troops were moved into Boston to take
things over, the American; did not consent. They stood
their ground as free individuals, and they fought the
British Regulars.

But the unknown individual had the courage of his
convictions. He got up, put on his clothes, took his gun,
and went out to meet the British troops. Not acting
under orders, not being led nor wanting to be the leader,
he stood on his own feet- a responsible, self-controlling
person-and fired the shot heard 'round the world. The
sound of that shot said that man is a free agent; that
government is the servant rather than the master.

Without a Leader
The great fact in history is this: The American
Revolution had no leader. This fact is the hope of the
world because human freedom is a personal matter.
Only the individual can protect human rights in the
infinite complexity of men's relationships with each
other. Nothing on earth is more valuable than the
person who knows that all men are free and who accepts
the responsibilities that go with freedom.

The Declaration
More than a year after Bunker Hill and six months
after Paine's Common Sense had raised all the unheard
voices into one loud roar for independence, an extraordinary meeting was held in Philadelphia.

The pioneer Americans knew that they were free.
They had learned it the hard way- from stern experience. So when the British government tried to regiment
them and obstruct their efforts, they simply ignored it.
When the King laid down silly restrictions and controls
on trade, the colonists went right on trading. When the
weaving of cloth was prohibited in order to protect

Each man attending the meeting possessed a landed
estate, a substantial business, a professional positionor all three. He need only do nothing. By keeping quiet,
he might save his property, his superior class status, and
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